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PCI-DSS ASV

Service Datasheet

www.edgescan.com

Qualified by PCI SSC for ASV Program 
purposes to conduct external vulnerability 
scanning services in accordance with PCI 
DSS Requirement 11.2.2.
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PCI-DSS ASV Service:

Edgescan Continuous 
Compliance

Features:

Many of our customers require the flexibility of being able to conduct PCI-Approved 
scanning vendor (ASV) scans themselves. Instead of conducting them once per quar-
ter, they may choose to run them daily, weekly or on a more ad-hoc basis. We call this 
“Continuous Compliance”. 

Edgescan provides a Premium ASV service for its customers. The secure engine al-
lows clients to schedule scans on-demand, run reports when required, and con-
duct PCI-DSS approved Pen Tests when required, to ensure PCI-DSS compliance. It 
is powered by the same platform technology as the award-winning Edgescan Cloud 
SaaS for vulnerability management, which is used by some of the world’s largest and 
best-known organisations. 

As well as false positive free reporting, Edgescan ASV, has the added flexibility of run-
ning unlimited scans & re-tests for the same fixed annual cost. The solution has been 
fully approved for PCI ASV scanning across all geographies and is also an ISO27001 
certified SaaS for even further assurance.

Instead of struggling with the pain of PCI-DSS compliance, move to Edgescan ASV, to 
go beyond compliance and never worry about mandated reporting again. 

  Agentless: Edgescan ASV does not use agents or install software 

to perform the scanning service giving you peace of mind in the 

knowledge that your environment will not change.

  No disruption: When conducting a scan, Edgescan ASV does not 

interfere with the cardholder data system.

  No dangerous testing: Edgescan ASV is a production safe service.  

We operate ‘lo & slo’ to ensure we do not cause outages.

  Above the Reporting Standard: Edgescan ASV produces reports that conform 

to PCI-ASV standards, and we go beyond that with consolidated remediation 

information, so you know how to fix issues if you do fail a control.

  Automatically schedule the required quarterly scans, and scan as often 

as you like on an ad-hoc manner, for PCI compliance and for identifying 

and remediating vulnerabilities as soon as they appear in your network.

  Custom scanning: Segmentation exists in many networks. You can scan 

& re-test for vulnerabilities on target IPs. No need to scan your entire 

network block. It is up to you.
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  Leverage online help and email/telephone support for understanding and 

fixing issues.

  Maintain coverage on all assets either on premises, in private, public or 

hybrid clouds.

  Assess layer 7 web apps during and after development to ensure they’re 

securely built and securely maintained.

All PCI fails are validated: because the Edgescan SaaS validates 

all false positives, our ASV customers benefit from this extra 

diligence that is performed out of the box. This saves time and 

money for customers, and ultimately leads to faster compli-

ance, and less compliancy overheads.

Complete PCI Lifecycle Service: Think of Edgescan as the “con-

tinuous compliance” platform: proactive ASV scanning, unlimit-

ed PCI-DSS pen testing and full access to PCI DSS reports and 

results data.

Step by Step consolidated remediation data at your fingertips: 

Any issue that needs to be fixed you have not only a step-by-

step description of what to do, but you have a team of vulner-

ability and pen testing experts there to support and guide you 

through to a clean report.

Reduction in dispute resolution timeframe: No false positives, 

less disputes leads to faster resolutions and quicker or in some 

cases “continuous” compliance. 

No disputed false positives: this leads to a drastic reduction in 

overall disputes, as Edgescan validates each PCI fail, you can be 

sure the vulnerability is real and not a wild goose chase.

Benefits:
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Cost-effective and Unlimited Pen Testing: With the Edgescan 

platform there are no limits set to the number of re-tests that 

can be performed and all costs are fixed. No additional con-

sultant fees. No time wasted waiting for results.
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www.edgescan.com

IRL: +353 (0) 1 6815330
UK: +44 (0) 203 769 0963
US: +1 646 630 8832

Sales and general enquires: 

sales@edgescan.com

Ireland

Unit 701 Northwest Business Park 

Ballycoolin, Dublin 15, D15 CH26

United States

33 W 60th Street 
New York, NY 10023


